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Now that there are easy solar panel kits and instructions to build your own homemade solar energy
panels and wind mills available on the internet a great many are going green and building your own
homemade solar energy panels. When deciding to build your own solar panel and windmill most
everyone wants to know if one panel and windmill will be enough.

You will find a lot of factors involved here to reply to that question for you personally. But one
method to start would be to ensure your house is efficient to begin with. In the following paragraphs
we'll take you step-by-step through some steps that may help you lower your energy consumption
before you begin transforming your house.

Minimizing Your Current Energy Requirements.

One frequently overlooked part of transforming a house to green energy homemade solar energy
panels is lowering your energy needs to begin with. The typical home uses inefficient lighting,
energy hungry home appliances, and poor heating/cooling solutions.  An essential key to lowering
your energy needs is to check out the pitfalls within your existing system.

Consider:

1. Changing old incandescent lights with fluorescents or led lights will reduce your energy
consumption from light in two.

2. Changing old, inefficient, home appliances may lower your energy bills up to 30% alone.

It's also wise to review your current heating/cooling system.

For instance an electrical warm water heater may potentially be changed with a solar water heater.
Maybe that inefficient ac could be changed having a more effective heat exchanger.

If you want help selecting more effective home appliances, a great resource with this is defined by
the Canadian government:

Itâ€™s known as Energuide, also it covers everything regarding tyhe energy use of home appliance up
to the energy needs of huge commercial air conditioning units.

Spend a while searching using that guide and calculating what you can lower your energy
consumption in various areas of your house.  Simply by considering everything in your house that
consumes energy, you'll find ways to greatly lower your energy needs before you begin your
homemade solar energy panels to generate electrical energy.

You do not always need to go full-scale and spend $10,000 changing everything - but things as
easy as altering your lighting will lower your energy needs before you begin your conversion project.
Then you will need only a small homemade solar energy panels and windmills to generate less
electrical energy.
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To read homemade solar energy panel guide reviews and to view free videos with a wealth of
information on a solar energy power systems, home wind turbines and also many other informative
tips on saving electricity.  Visit  a Homemade Solar Energy Panels 
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